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"12 Characteristics of Top Performers" – Achieving Peak Performance – Do you see
those around you getting better jobs and better rewards, are others advancing beyond you in
the pursuit of both personal and business goals? This workshop allows you to capture the
essence of what it truly takes to be a Top Performer.

QUESTION: Can You Become A Top Performer If You Were Not Born One?
ANSWER: As participants learn in the program, the answer is that becoming a top performer
is a learned behavior; a functional result of 12 basic characteristics, personal discipline and
an unconditional desire to be excellent at what one does.

QUESTION: What Kind Of Results Can One Expect From Attending This Program?
ANSWER: Most people are not clear as to how to become a top performer – this program
clearly outlines the 12 steps and provides specific guidance as to what it takes to become a
top performer – ineffective behaviors and effective action are discussed, and analyzed while
solutions are investigated.

QUESTION: Who Should Attend This Program?
ANSWER: The program is designed for anyone who truly wants to learn. There are no
prerequisites – one can come just to find out what one needs to do to become a top
performer, or one can choose to attend for the purpose of actually committing to becoming a
top performer. If someone wants to succeed in life and get personal, social and monetary
rewards, this basic program is exactly what they need to begin developing as a standout
performer.
We invite you to join us at www.coachingprofessors.com to discover how we do what we do
and how we can help you can transform your life with our online programs. Attending our
programs has now become easy, convenient and spectacularly rewarding.

